Hydrostatic pressure effects on the lamellar to gyroid cubic phase transition of monolinolein at limited hydration.
Monoacylglycerol based lipids are highly important model membrane components and attractive candidates for drug encapsulation and as delivery agents. However, optimizing the properties of these lipids for applications requires a detailed understanding of the thermodynamic factors governing the self-assembled structures that they form. Here, we report on the effects of hydrostatic pressure, temperature, and water composition on the structural behavior and stability of inverse lyotropic liquid crystalline phases adopted by monolinolein (an unsaturated monoacylglycerol having cis-double bonds at carbon positions 9 and 12) under limited hydration conditions. Six pressure-temperature phase diagrams have been determined using small-angle X-ray diffraction at water contents between 15 wt % and 27 wt % water, in the range 10-40 °C and 1-3000 bar. The gyroid bicontinuous cubic (Q(II)(G)) phase is formed at low pressure and high temperatures, transforming to a fluid lamellar (L(α)) phase at high pressures and low temperature via a region of Q(II)(G)/L(α) coexistence. Pressure stabilizes the lamellar phase over the Q(II)(G) phase; at fixed pressure, increasing the water content causes the coexistence region to move to lower temperature. These trends are consistent throughout the hydration range studied. Moreover, at fixed temperature, increasing the water composition increases the pressure at which the Q(II)(G) to L(α) transition takes place. We discuss the qualitative effect of pressure, temperature, and water content on the stability of the Q(II)(G) phase.